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Presentation Notes
MATT OPEN- introductions?  Units, years of experience; emphasize that this is an open discussion– and all are invited to share their experiences– what’s worked for them in securing visits 



Road Map 

• List Management 
• Tools & Resources 
• Scripting 
• Calling 
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So what do we want to accomplish today, what are our goals and objectives?Namely we want to set the course so that you have a higher degree of success when planning, executing, and visits with donors and prospective donors. We want to create a system that helps you to:organize your lists, Personalize and fine-tune your scripts, maximize your resources So that you can get on the phone with a higher degree of ease and confidence, for greater, more positive outcomes



CU Offers Excellent Customer Service 
 

 

CU Donor 

PASSION 
 

LOYALTY 
 

COMMITMENT 
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This key element of your work– getting on the phone, is central to establishing that CU is a donor-centered, customer service organization, whereby every interaction with our constituents provides a value-added, engagement opportunity for our alumni, parents and friend, to deepen their connection to their university and to move them along the donor continuum.  Customer service is a series of activities designed to enhance the level of customer satisfaction – that is, the feeling that a product or service has met the customer expectationPre workWhat was your best customer service experience and what was your worst? Why?What does customer service mean to you and how does this relate to a donor centered environment?Each table will have a discussion on their bad and good experiences.  Ask whole class for one bad and one good example.In development we strive to go above and beyond customer (donor) expectations– not just meet themCU’s approach/expectations for customer service-- Great customer service to donors refuels their passion, leads to loyalty and commitment. And why are Contact Reports and our database such an important tool in maintaining excellent customer service?  	It’s about knowing your customer– when you share donor or prospect information in a contact report, when the next person calls they can personalize that call, so the donor –the customer, feels special and connected.  We’ve all had the experience when we ask how their student by name is doing, or their spouse,, or how’s their new job, or are they settled in your new home… their response is… what a great memory…thanks so much for asking… 
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Background information is 
Critical  
• Year of graduation or parent year 
• Degree(s) 
• Past Giving  
• Past Designations 
• Affiliated with campus organizations? 
• Currently on any boards or committees 
• Recent events in life 
• Etc… 
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Presentation Notes
LISADiscuss the different types of callsThe worse thing you can do is go approach your calling blindly– the more you know about the donors you’re calling, the more effective you’ll be.  What are some of those basic data points will you want to have on your calling lists:Specifically, if you’re calling renewals you’ll want to have the date of their gift, gift amount, gift designationFor upgrade asks, you’ll dig deeper into your renewal list, and consider years of giving, GG&A rating (Grenzebach Glier & Associates runs our data through a propensity model every year to determine an entity’s potential gift range); coupled with their affinity – do they attend many events, if an alum are they an Alumni Association member, To secure a visit with a minimal or non-donor, you’re looking for potential; GG&A, AA member, board or committee member, Bruin Caucus,  member of CAP, Fowler… looking for people who are at least minimally engaged, involved, but not yet invested… You’ll want to have a master list that you can organize according to the data we’ve already touched on (and will explore further into our discussion).  What you want to avoid, are multiple lists that have duplicates, that cannot be manipulated or segmented.  When you have your lists organized, they are great tool to propose and discuss strategy with your supervisor



Background information is 
Critical  
• Giving: 

– Total giving amount 
– Last gift 
– Gift size 
– Years as a donor 
– Where was gift given to 

• Who is the prospect manager?  Are you on the team? 
• Affinity – where on donor continuum  
• GG+A rating 
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Lisa Discuss the different types of callsThe worse thing you can do is go approach your calling blindly– the more you know about the donors you’re calling, the more effective you’ll be.  What are some of those basic data points will you want to have on your calling lists:Specifically, if you’re calling renewals you’ll want to have the date of their gift, gift amount, gift designationFor upgrade asks, you’ll dig deeper into your renewal list, and consider years of giving, GG&A rating (Grenzebach Glier & Associates runs our data through a propensity model every year to determine an entity’s potential gift range); coupled with their affinity – do they attend many events, if an alum are they an Alumni Association member, To secure a visit with a minimal or non-donor, you’re looking for potential; GG&A, AA member, board or committee member, Bruin Caucus,  member of CAP, Fowler… looking for people who are at least minimally engaged, involved, but not yet invested… You’ll want to have a master list that you can organize according to the data we’ve already touched on (and will explore further into our discussion).  What you want to avoid, are multiple lists that have duplicates, that cannot be manipulated or segmented.  When you have your lists organized, they are great tool to propose and discuss strategy with your supervisor



Working Smart for your Highest Return  

 
• Goal:  Meeting and exceeding Major Gift Officer Metrics 
• Metrics and Methodologies 
• Outreach Channels 

– Phone, e-mail, intro letter 

• Other Resources 
– Board members, faculty, events,  
    other donors, colleagues 

• Continuous & creative contact  
 
It takes 3 - 5 contacts to secure 1 appointment  
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Time Management 
• Metrics 

- Segmentation 
- Prioritization 
- Follow the proven method 

• Tips on time management 
- Calendar 
- Focus 
- Energy level 
- Creativity 
- Tools 
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Script: Secure a Visit 

 
• Describe your role as seeking to deepen connections to 

CU (Campus Specific) 
 

• You’d like to update them on __________ and bring 
them news from_____________ 
 

• Interested in learning from them as well 
 

• Will be in your area__________ and hope to take them 
to lunch on_____________ 
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Fundamentals of a Script 
 

• Introduction 
• Rapport Building 
• Impact/Gratitude 
• Be prepared to respond 
• Next Steps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why a script?  It’s about being prepared.  We all think that we don’t need a script, that if we use a script it won’t sound naturally….but that’s why practice is important.  The more familiar you are with your script, the more natural it will be.  If we don’t prepare, you can be caught off guard, stumble, lose confidence, and rush the call just to get off because it’s all gone terribly, terribly wrong.  You can avoid all of that with developed scripts.  Coupled with a segmented call list, you’ll be armed for success. 



Discovery Meeting Tips 
• Open ended questions only – get donors story on the 

table  
 
• Show respect 
 
• Warm them up 
 
• Actively listen 
 
Discovery Meeting Process Guide  
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LISA Avoid questions that allow for yes / no response, for instance….is this a good time, have you been on campus lately, may I come see you….Instead, thank you for taking the time to talk with me, when were you on campus last and what brought you here, I’m going to be in your area within the next couple of weeks.  I’ve got time on Thursday next week, what time works for you?Show respect means recognize that you imposing on their day with this call.  I know you very busy and very much appreciate  3 minutes of your time.  Warm them up….I see you support…… how great; thank you so much; I see you were in student government– so an involved student, how did that role enhance your student experience? Allow time to listen and respond…don’t move your script along just to get to the end 



Discovery Meeting Tips - Be Nimble 

 
• Listening is KEY 
• Allow for venting 
• Acknowledge their perspectives, frustrations 
• Never pass judgment 
• Don’t pretend to have all of the answers but commit to 

helping them seek answers 
• Always be gracious and follow the golden rule—The 

customer is always right! 
• Determine next steps 
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Tips for SUCCESS!  

 
• Persevere 
• Strategies to handle “no” 
• Schedule time and stick with it 
• Be disciplined 
• Keep your energy level high 
• Stay up to date with your unit and CU news 
• Practice active listening 
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Commit to Improve Your Craft 

 
• Development is a vital piece of the University 

of Colorado 
• You represent CU  
• Seek out mentors 
• Practice with supervisor and seasoned 

colleagues 
• Roll play  
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